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ABSTRACT

SMARDDA for ITER (SMITER) software library is a suite of object oriented FORTRAN
modules designed to map profiles of SOL heat flux density flowing parallel to the magnetic field
lines onto the plasma facing component (PFC) surfaces. This requires to follow the magnetic
lines on flux surfaces within the magnetic equilibrium in 3D geometry until the intersection
with a solid surface. The high-resolution meshed surfaces are obtained from the CAD model of
the PFC structures.

In order to make the SMITER suite more useful and easier to use, a CAD “modeller” is
included in the framework that allows global CAD geometry to be displayed in the SALOME
framework representing a general run environment. The tool offers selection and editing of
the CAD elements constituting the model in which field lines are traced. The field lines must
take into account the full neighbouring structures around the object of interest to ensure that
the filed lines are not intersected locally by other surfaces. Also, meshing of the CAD model
is performed if no mesh is provided. Work in this paper addresses the issue of PFC surface
preparation from the CAD model for meshing inside the SMITER GUI framework. This is
done using the Open Cascade Technology (OCCT) CAD kernel that allows import of CAD files
in STEP format and its visualisation and manipulation.

INTRODUCTION

The SMARDDA algorithm has been developed to model the plasma interaction with com-
plex engineered surfaces [1]. Application of the SMARDDA software is made to the ITER
tokamak limiter geometry and to MAST-U tokamak divertor design. SMARDDA is able to
exchange data with CAD databases which gives the potential for direct use in the tokamak

1See the author list of ”Overview of progress in European Medium Sized Tokamaks towards an integrated
plasma-edge/wall solution” by H. Meyer et al., to be published in Nuclear Fusion Special issue: overview and
summary reports from the 26th Fusion Energy Conference (Kyoto, Japan, 17-22 October 2016)
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plasma-facing components design [2]. In addition, SMARDDA code allows fast and accurate
examination of the power deposition in the limiter and the divertor geometries.

SMITER (SMARDDA for ITER) software library is a suite of object oriented FORTRAN
95 modules created to predict and calculate the power deposition by the plasma on the limiters
and divertors. Magnetic field lines on the flux surfaces within the magnetic equilibrium need to
be followed in 3D space until they intersect a solid surface. The geometry is obtained from the
provided CAD model of the structure. In practice, field lines are followed backwards from the
surface in question, with proper mapping of the heat flux profile specified in the free SOL while
taking into the consideration the magnetic flux expansion. This field line tracing must take into
account the neighbouring structures around the object of interest in order to ensure that the field
lines are not intersected by other solid surfaces.

SMITER uses an algorithm which organises the data into multi-octree type of hierarchical
data structure (HDS). The SMITER algorithm is programmed for two cases: (1) limiter case
and (2) divertor case. The geometry for both cases is separated into two part types: the “result
geometry” – the part where the power deposition is calculated, and the “shadowing geometry”
– the part which protects the edges of the ”result geometry” by the field line shadowing. The
”shadowing geometry” covers the ”result geometry”, that is, the field lines do not reach the
”result geometry” and with that there is no power deposition in that region.

Technical features of the SMITER are:

1. accurate field-line integration which includes user controlled tolerance to check the con-
vergence, cubic spline interpolation of the magnetic field, option to use flux coordinates
for speed and accuracy in simple flux geometries, and vacuum field option in 3D space,

2. local or global calculations for the limiter or the divertor,

3. toroidally periodic feature which offers the ability to specify only 1/18th of the geometry.

Fig. 1 shows the SMITER workflow. The CAD model is build from curves and surfaces
which are defined by the non uniform rational basis splines (NURBS). However, intersection
of the NURBS surfaces is approximately represented by the NURBS. That is, the intersection
curve of two parametric surfaces may not be parametric. Approximation is needed in order to
compute the parametric representation of non-parametric algebraic intersection curves [3]. This
approximation can result in small gaps between the surfaces. In order to avoid these small gaps,
surfaces are represented by triangles, that is, the CAD geometry is meshed.

Meshing of the CAD model is done with a meshing software, in this case with MSC
Nastran. The next step in geometry input preparation is conversion of the .dat format produced
by the MSC Nastran into legacy VTK format with the module SMITER datvtk (DATVTK).
Finally, combination of the part bodies into the plasma-facing components (PFC) geometry is
done with the SMITER vtktfm module. Another input that SMITER requires for the calculation
is the magnetic equilibrium file (eqdsk file).
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Figure 1: SMITER workflow [4]

The GEOQ code is used to analyse the flux function usually defined in the EQDSK file. It
produces contour plots of the flux gradients, overlay flux function contours with silhouette wall,
and CAD geometry as (R, Z) points. The HDSGEN code computes the multi-octree hierarchical
data structure (HDS) introduced in the SMARDDA algorithm, which is designed to accelerate
the computation of track/ray-triangle intersection. The POWCAL code performs the power
surface deposition calculation, following the field lines using the transformed geometry from the
GEOQ and the HDS from the HDSGEN. Vacuum magnetic field is defined with the MAGTFM.
VTKTFM code transforms and/or combines the VTK format surface geometry files (ASCII
format). With the SMITER graphical user interface GUI all the transformations are done within
the Mesh or the Geometry module and the VTKTFM does not need to be included in the study.

The SMITER graphical user interface (GUI) integrates the SMITER software into a single
and extensible framework in which model set-up, visualization, code execution and analysis of
the results can be performed. All key input parameters required by the SMITER run are easily
visible and modifiable by the user in the interface. The GUI interface allows import of the
CAD objects, meshing or input of the meshes produced from the software NASTRAN, and
input of the EQDSK files which describe the plasma equilibrium. The SMITER GUI consists
of several pre-processing and post-processing modules with a central SMITER module that
provides modelling of several SMITER cases in one study which is than saved as a HDF5
(Hieriarchical File Format) file. The study file contains all the data required for the re-runs of
the cases (configuration, equilibrium, geometry and results).

The CAD geometry set-up is integrated in one environment with the SMITER GUI inter-
face which includes: visualisation, selection, modifications and meshing. The workflow shown
in the Fig. 1 is unified where the steps in the blue box (CAD geometry preparation and meshing)
are integrated into one interface without the need of using external, proprietary meshing tools.
In Fig. 2. the meshing module is shown within the SMITER GUI interface. In the meshing
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module one can specify the geometry to be mesh. Also, the meshing algorithm and mesh type
can be specified.

Figure 2: SMITER GUI mesh module

CAD GEOMETRY REPRESENTATION IN SMITER GUI

SMITER requires an accurate representations of the first wall geometry and magnetic field
equilibrium. In order to facilitate easier geometry manipulation and representation SMITER
GUI has been developed. SMITER GUI application is developed in the SALOME platform.
SALOME platform is an open software framework for integration of numerical solvers in var-
ious physical domains. SALOME integrates a CAD/CAE modelling tool, industrial meshing
algorithms, and advanced 3D visualisation functionalities. It supports inter-operability between
the CAD modelling and computation software. Key feature for which SALOME was chosen as
a platform on which the SMITER GUI is developed is an easy integration of new components
into SALOME’s heterogeneous systems.

SMITER GUI provides an user-friendly and efficient user interface for data preparation
and data post processing. The graphical user interface framework aims to improve the user’s
experience, to accelerate and simplify meshing input set-up, and to increase the scientific usabil-
ity of the SMITER simulation results with enhancements in visualisation output. SMITER GUI
provides an interface for the field-line tracing, shadowing effects, and power surface deposition
calculations.

GUI framework integrates the existing SMITER dialog-driven framework into a single
and extensible framework which consists of a study containing the information about the geom-
etry and its meshes, visualisation, analysis, and CAD model views. Also, it provides a built-in
3D analysis tool that will re-assemble required functions normally provided by the ParaView
as external tool to the SMITER. It provides standard analysis views in 2D and 3D as well as
in-situ monitoring of the SMITER code with ParaView Catalyst.

CAD integration view is based on the OpenCASCADE technology (OCCT) where CAD
geometry is directly read as a STEP file and allows the CAD geometry to be part of the SMITER
GUI framework. Also, provenance recording offers a possibility to capture the changes made on
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the model and repeating the steps from the geometry reading, modification, and meshing and the
eventual calculation running. Data is stored in a study that can be then saved into hierarchical
data format (HDF) file for a re-use.

In Fig. 3 a typical SMITER workflow inside the SMITER GUI is shown. It consists of
three vertical windows. In the left vertical window the object browser is placed where four
modules are shown in a tree view style. The first module is at the top of the object browser
and represents the SMITER module with the GEOQ, HDSGEN, and POWCAL codes. In the
GEOQ code are located the wall, target, and shadow mesh together with the equilibrium file.
The second module, situated below the SMITER module, is the Mesh module where meshes
from the geometry are stored. Below the Mesh module is the third, ParaVIS module which is
used for the visualisation of the geometry and the results of the calculation. Finally, the fourth
geometry module is at the bottom of the left vertical window where the geometry is imported
or modelled, and de-featured if needed. The SMITER log window is at the bottom of the left
vertical window where the progress status is shown. The middle vertical window shows the
contour plot of the plasma flux from the equilibrium file with the 2D representation of the PFC
line. The right vertical window shows the one section of the blanket CAD model. The blanket
geometry consists of the target mesh (blue colour) and the shadowed mesh (grey colour). Also,
on the target mesh is shown the power deposition calculated with the POWCAL code.

Figure 3: SMITER GUI. On the left side are shown the SMITER modules and on the right side
are shown the results from the calculation with the ParaView module.
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FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

Additional software components are planned to be included in the SMITER GUI frame-
work for the future work. It will be possible to perform de-featuring operations of the input
geometry with the new software components. After reading the STEP file corrections to the
model can be performed in order to simplify the geometry and remove unnecessary small de-
tails which makes the meshing more complex. Also, recording of the whole process will be
possible, that is from the geometry changes to running the calculation will be tracked and saved
for future re-runs. This will allow to capture the data provenance and to repeat the complete
process from the geometry preparation to running the simulations.

In this work, user friendly GUI is build in order to facilitate the numerical simulation
of the physics code and analysis of it’s results. SMITER GUI application offers user friendly
environment for running the SMITER code. This includes visualising the geometry, meshing
the geometry or mesh conversion from other mesh formats, and visualisation of the results. Goal
of the graphical user interface is to improve the user’s experience, to accelerate and simplify
meshing input, and to increase the scientific usability of the SMITER simulation results.
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